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About the Book

With Southern hospitality, Joan Medlicott has welcomed the world into the lives of Grace, Hannah, and Amelia, three 

widows sharing a house, a garden, and some amazing recipes in the little town of Covington. Through their love, 

commitment, and laughter, the ladies of Covington have come to represent the beauty of friendship.

The ladies return with new friends and neighbors in this enchanting second chapter of their lives in Covington. While 

Hannah battles to save Loring Valley from developers and Grace proves she has a head for business by opening the 

Cottage Tearoom, Amelia embarks on the frightening and exciting journey of newfound love.

Discussion Guide

1. Medlicott sees Grace, Hannah, and Amelia as heroines, taking risks and forging new lives. Do you agree with her? 

What is your concept of a heroine?

2. What does sitting on a porch having tea symbolize to you?

3. Amelia puts her beau Lance before everyone else. Do you find that this is a familiar pattern with your women friends? 

Do you believe that older men throw everything over for a woman?

4. How did you feel about the marriage of Lurina and Old Man? Were you surprised, at their advanced ages, that they 

would want to wed?

5. Grace loves both her son Roger and his steady companion, Charles. Do you admire Grace for this? How would you 

react if one of your children were gay or lesbian?
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Author Bio

Critical Praise

"Ms. Medlicott is attuned to the nuances of Southern life and draws her characters with affectionate understanding....and 

an inspiring message of self-acceptance, courage, and survival."
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